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A Geometrical Method for Low-Dimensional Representations of Simulations∗
Rodrigo Iza-Teran† and Jochen Garcke† ‡
Abstract. We propose a new data analysis approach for the efficient post-processing of bundles of finite element
data from numerical simulations. The approach is based on the mathematical principles of symmetry.
We consider the case where simulations of an industrial product are contained in the space of surface meshes
embedded in R3. Furthermore, we assume that distance preserving transformations exist, albeit unknown,
which map simulation to simulation. In this setting, a discrete Laplace-Beltrami operator can be constructed
on the mesh, which is invariant to isometric transformations and therefore valid for all simulations. The
eigenfunctions of such an operator are used as a common basis for all (isometric) simulations. One can use the
projection coefficients instead of the full simulations for further analysis. To extend the idea of invariance, we
employ a discrete Fokker-Planck operator, that in the continuous limit converges to an operator invariant to a
nonlinear transformation, and use its eigendecomposition accordingly.
The data analysis approach is applied to time-dependent datasets from numerical car crash simulations. One
observes that only a few spectral coefficients are necessary to describe the data variability, and low dimensional
structures are obtained. The eigenvectors are seen to recover different independent variation modes such as
translation, rotation, or global and local deformations. An effective analysis of the data from bundles of
numerical simulations is made possible, in particular an analysis for many simulations in time.
1. Introduction. In computer-aided engineering (CAE), one models the physical behavior
of industrial products by partial differential equations (PDEs), which are then solved numer-
ically. Nowadays, the art of simulation is highly developed in several industries, where high
performance computer systems are used to solve finite element models for many design vari-
ants. Therefore, engineers need to analyze and compare a large number of simulations in the
product development process. Their goal is to get the best product performance, while taking
functional constraints, costs, or regulations into account.
To achieve this, a large amount of engineering know-how and time is invested for the eval-
uation of model variants based on corresponding numerical simulations. It involves detailed
investigation of time-dependent 3D visualizations of the simulated product, e.g. in the form
of movements or deformations. But analyzing and trying to identify cause and effect using
the full finite element mesh—in the range of millions of nodes—is a challenging task. Due to
the difficulty of comparing very fine discretization meshes, usually only a few derived scalar
quantities, such as energy absorption or deformations in selected points of the structure, or
performance curves, for example vibration response curves, are used for the evaluation of the
simulation results. This is under the assumption that the relevant information from all sim-
ulations can thereby be concentrated. Furthermore, the input variables together with scalar
output quantities allow the construction of response surfaces [MMAC09]. These approaches
fail, if the overall behavior cannot be represented by such scalar quantities or curves. In this
case, they cannot be used to study complex simulation results in more detail.
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More generally, the overall objective is to evaluate the sensitivity of the simulation results
in relation to the input parameters. In other domains a range of research on such sensitiv-
ity analysis with functional inputs and outputs exists. For example, [MSGDL16] gives an
overview of approaches for spatiotemporal data, with examples for flood risk assessment and
radionuclide atmospheric dispersion, and states that further research in this field is strongly
needed. In our targeted engineering domain, only limited research exists which considers the
complete numerical results. One of the first works analyzing engineering data from full nu-
merical simulations was [AGHH08], in which the authors used principal component analysis
(PCA) for detecting important parameters from nonlinear finite element simulations. Car
crash simulations were analyzed in [MT08] using clustering with a local distance measure,
where regions of similar deformation behavior were identified and evaluated. PCA has also
been used in [TNNC10] for a group of simulations where some parameters have been changed.
Their approach uses the first eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of all given simulations as
deformation modes.
While linear methods such as PCA have proven to be successful for industrial applications,
it is nevertheless known that if nonlinear correlations are present in the data, the use of PCA
is not optimal [LV07]. In [BGIT+13], several nonlinear methods from machine learning have
been used for the analysis of crash simulations. Good reconstruction capabilities using a
nonlinear principal manifold approach were shown, as well as the detection of the principal
effects and their dependencies on input variables by using diffusion maps. Additionally, [Iza14]
shows the application of diffusion maps to engineering data from vibration analysis and metal
forming. The resulting clustering of vibration response curves or deformation data from
simulation bundles show that the most important input variable changes can be identified in
low dimensional embeddings.
A related domain is 3D geometry analysis, where the studied object is a surface mesh
embedded in R3. A number of methods have been developed for pose independent shape
classification [LSS+10], shape retrieval [RWP06], shape segmentation [RBG+09], invariant
mesh representation [LSLCO05], and compression [KG00, BCG05], to name a few. Many
of these approaches make use of the Laplace-Beltrami operator, whose eigenvectors are used
for pose independent shape recognition and shape retrieval. Note that this is exactly the
opposite of what we aim for, we would like to distinguish between two isometrically deformed
shapes. In [OBCS+12], an approach related to ours, 3D shapes are compared assuming the
existence of an a-priori known transformation bringing one shape into another. That approach
is substantially different from ours, since it describes a shape using features which are then
used for classification or pose independent shape matching.
In this work, we introduce a novel analysis approach, which can efficiently compare fi-
nite element simulations given as surface mesh data in 3D. The motivation and idea for our
method are inspired by the notion of symmetry. Assuming simulations are obtained by spe-
cific transformations, we construct operators that are invariant to these transformations. From
this operator, an orthogonal basis is calculated using its eigendecomposition. We project all
simulations onto this basis. Thereby, a new representation of the transformed geometries is
obtained, with as many coefficients as number of nodes. But, only a few spectral coefficients
have large values. Concentrating on these coefficients, they can be associated with indepen-
dent effects, for example rotations, translations or types of deformation. Furthermore, by
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using different distance measures, which are assumed to be preserved by a transformation,
other operators and corresponding eigenfunctions can be obtained. We describe in particular
a discrete Laplace-Beltrami operator and a discrete Fokker-Planck operator. In summary,
the high dimensional simulation data can be transformed into a compact representation by
using eigenvectors of such operators, enabling an efficient dimensionality reduction, while
simplifying further data analysis.
The underlying ideas for using a spectral decomposition of an invariant operator for data
analysis are presented in section 2. In section 3, we consider as examples the Laplace-Beltrami
operator and a specific Fokker-Planck operator, as well as their discrete versions. In particular,
we provide first theoretical justifications to the observed decay of the spectral coefficients as
well as the obtained separation of independent components. An empirical investigation of the
method using industrial engineering data from car crash simulations is given in section 4.
2. Principles of the Approach. Our approach is inspired by the notion of symmetry
as used for the analytical solution of differential equations. Here, we have simulations as
numerical solutions of partial differential equations. When a transformation is applied to one
simulation, the result is indistinguishable from the original one in the underlying mathematical
space. In other words, it is invariant to the transformation and one could instead work directly
in a suitable invariant space. This notion of symmetry can be exploited in the analysis of
simulation results. However, finding such a transformation for a specific realistic situation as
modeled by a PDE is clearly infeasible.
As an example, we consider simulations of car crashes and the arising deformations of the
car parts, where a part is modeled as a (thick) surface embedded in R3. Since the underly-
ing transformation is unknown, we propose to employ a differential operator which observes
suitable invariance properties. In many practical cases, the variations between different sim-
ulations, e.g. due to changes in the material parameters, are distance preserving. Here, even
after a deformation, the distance between points inside the geometric structure stays the same.
The Laplace-Beltrami operator is such an invariant operator. It is the same for two surfaces, if
one is obtained from the other by an isometric transformation. Since this operator is positive
semidefinite, its spectral orthogonal decomposition can be obtained and an orthogonal basis
of an invariant space can be constructed. One can now project mesh functions, in particular
those from the simulation results, onto the new basis by employing the spectral coefficients.
As we project mesh functions representing isometric deformations onto the invariant ba-
sis, a natural decomposition along sets of equivalence classes is obtained. In the end, one
just has to consider the spectral coefficients along the different components of the orthogonal
decomposition. They represent so-called orbits, which trace the space of all isometric defor-
mations. Note that the deformations in a car crash are a complex mixture of different effects
such as translations, rotations, different bending behaviors, or torsion. How these interact, in
particular in relation to the changes in the model design and material parameters, is of great
importance for the engineering analysis.
As an example consider the case of translations and rotations of an object, which is
discretised as a 3D mesh. The x, y and z coordinates of the object are changed, but the
distances along the surface are preserved. A Laplace-Beltrami operator can be constructed
using the 3D coordinates of one of the objects, which will be—approximately in the discrete
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Figure 2.1: A cylinder is randomly rotated around its axis and translated—for illustrative
purposes—with respect to a central point (left). The mesh functions for the x, y, and z
coordinates of each rotated and translated cylinder are projected onto the second eigenvector
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Plotting the resulting three spectral coefficients results in
a low dimensional representation of the rotations of the transformed cylinder (right).
case—the same for all other objects. The eigenvectors of this operator can be used as an
orthogonal basis. Projecting mesh functions fx, fy, and fz, representing the x, y, and z
coordinates of the object, onto this basis, one observes that there are two eigenvectors where
the projection coefficients vary the most. One component represents the offset, while the
second component represents the rotation, that is, one obtains independent subspaces for
rotations and translations. To illustrate this, we can take the coefficients from the component
that corresponds to rotations of the object. Projecting the three mesh functions fx, fy, and fz
onto this eigenvector, we obtain three sets of coefficients. Plotting these in a 3D plot results
in a sampling of the sphere, see figure 2.1.
For realistic simulation data, we will observe empirically in section 4 that the magnitude
and the variance of the coefficients decay very fast. Furthermore, we can identify specific
physical effects, which are represented by components of the spectral decomposition, e.g.
independent isometric variations such as translations, rotations, or deformations. This process
can be thought of as a decomposition into independent “physical” effects.
We now formalize these considerations.
2.1. Solution Space of Simulations. We want to study the space of simulations, that
is, the space of time-dependent (numerical) solutions of a partial differential equation on a
given fixed domain Ω, where variations are obtained by changing boundary and/or initial
conditions. In this work, we assume these are modeled as surfaces embedded in R3.
First, let us recall definitions from differential geometry. For details refer to, e.g., [Mic08].
A diffeomorphism is a transformation which is invertible and smooth. Let ϕ : M → M′
be a diffeomorphism between two Riemannian manifolds (M, g) and (M′, g′), with g, g′ the
respective metric. ϕ is an isometry if it is (geodesic) distance preserving: dg′(ϕ(p), ϕ(q)) =
dg(p, q).
To formulate the underlying abstract setting we make the following two assumptions:
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• Each solution at a given time t is a (Riemannian) 2-manifold Mi(t) embedded in R3.
• Solutions can be related by group transformations, which are assumed to be isometries.
This means that at each time step t, a solution surfaceMi(t) is isometric to an initial,
or reference, manifold M via a transformation Φi(t, ·), i.e. Mi(t) = Φi(t,M).
We view a numerical simulation result as a surface mesh in time, which is a discrete approx-
imation of a 2-manifold Mi(t). For ease of presentation, we drop the dependence on t in
the notation from now on. We denote by ϕi : M→Mi the point wise mapping, which is a
bijective isometry under these assumptions.
Now, consider the space of all embeddings of a surfaceM in R3, denoted by Emb(M,R3).
Ideally, one could work in a smaller space inspired by the framework of shape spaces as given
in [MM06, BHM11, BBM14], where the shape space is a quotient space of a manifold modulo
a specific group action G over it. For simulations we would use the space of orbits
Emb(M,R3)/G(M),
where G is a group of transformations that leave a surface invariant with respect to distances
as measured in the reference surfaceM. Which particular structure a specific simulation space
has will depend on the transformation group G. Rotations, translations, and deformations
are examples of transformation groups that arise in our application.
2.2. Discrete Orthogonal Decomposition. To obtain a new representation for numerical
simulation data, we now consider a positive semidefinite operator. Therefore, all eigenvalues
λj , j ≥ 0 are real, positive. We furthermore assume they are isolated with finite multiplicity.
For example, the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆M := −divg ·∇g, from the eigenvalue problem
∆Mψ = λψ restricted to the manifold (M, g), fulfills this assumption [Ros97]. Note the
relation between the Laplace operator and Fourier analysis, which is an underlying theme in
the following.
The set of normalized eigenfunctions {ψj}∞j=1 of such an operator forms an orthonormal
basis for functions onM. Therefore, for any function f ∈ C2(M), by projecting the function
along the infinite dimensional eigenspace spanned by the eigenfunctions, we can obtain the
following decomposition:
(2.1) f =
∞∑
j=0
αjψj , αj = 〈f, ψj〉g.
Its vector of spectral coefficients α = [α1, α2, ...], can be used to compute the distance of
functions due to the Parseval identity as follows:
Proposition 2.1. The difference between two functions f1, f2 ∈ C2(M), f i = ∑∞j=0 αijψj,
αij = 〈f i, ψj〉g, αi = [αi1, αi2, . . .], i = 1, 2, represented by a decomposition with the normalized
eigenfunctions {ψj}∞j=1 for a positive semidefinite operator, is given by
‖f1 − f2‖2g =
∞∑
i,j=0
〈(α1i − α2i )ψi, (α1j − α2j )ψj〉2g = ‖α1 − α2‖2.
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2.2.1. Discrete Setting. We view the discretization of a solution of a PDE as a mesh
K approximating a 2-manifold M, which is isometrically embedded in R3. The following
definition is one way to quantify such an approximation. See [BSW08] for details.
Definition 2.2. Let K be a meshed surface approximating M, where the vertices of K are
on M. We say that K is an (, η)-approximation of M if the following two conditions are
fulfilled:
• For a face t in K, the maximum distance between any two points on t is at most ρ.
Here ρ is the reach, defined as the infimum of the local distance between any point w
in M and the medial axis of the surface M.
• For a face t in K and a vertex p ∈ t, the angle between nt, the unit outward normal of
the plane passing through t, and np, the unit outward normal of M at p, is at most η.
The conditions above state that one needs to have a fine enough mesh to approximate the
shape of the surface as well as the curvature.
Furthermore, we define restrictions of continuous functions on M to the mesh K:
Definition 2.3. Let f :M→ R be a continuous function on M. The function f evaluated
at the nodes of a mesh K is called a mesh function f |K : K → R.
In the following f will denote both the continuous function on M and its restriction to K.
For a discrete operator on a mesh K, the eigenvectors ψj can be calculated as approxima-
tions of the eigenfunctions of the corresponding analytical operator. Note that we will later in
particular consider discrete approximations of the Laplace-Beltrami operator and of a Fokker-
Planck operator. As before, we can project any mesh function f along the eigenvectors and
obtain a set of spectral coefficients αij , j = 1, . . . , Nh, where Nh corresponds to the number of
nodes on the mesh K, which can be very large.
Corollary 2.4. Let an orthogonal basis {ψj}Nhj=1 consisting of Nh eigenvectors ψj be given,
which is obtained from the spectral decomposition of a discrete approximation of a given po-
sitive semidefinite operator on the mesh K. Then all mesh functions f can be represented
as
(2.2) f =
Nh∑
j=1
αjψj, αj = 〈f, ψj〉,
where αj are the spectral coefficients obtained by the projection of f into the eigenvector basis.
In our application setting, the functions of interest f : K → R3 describe the x, y, and z
components of a mesh point at a time step of a numerical solutions of a partial differential
equation using the finite element method. Each component function f{x,y,z} is represented by
(2.2). Additionally, one is also interested in scalar functions on the surface, such as stress or
speed. For a simulation bundle these discrete mesh functions are the high-dimensional data,
of dimension Nh, which we would like to analyze, e.g. to find clusters or classify results.
2.2.2. An Operator under Isometric Transformations. Now, we bring the simulation
space and the spectral decomposition of a positive semidefinite operator together by conside-
ring isometric transformations. Let ϕi be a distance preserving diffeomorphism ϕi :M→Mi
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between two Riemannian manifolds (M, g) and (Mi, gi). Let K¯ = {Ki}m
i=1
be a set of meshes
which are assumed to have the same connectivity and approximate a set of ϕi-transformed
surfaces Mi, i = 1, . . . ,m. Then M,Mi, and the Mi pairwise, are isometric. Assume that
ϕi|Ki , the restriction of ϕ
i to the discrete mesh, where vertices are mapped to vertices, preserves
distances as well. In this ideal case the following diagram commutes:
M Mi
K Ki
ϕi
ϕi|K
As said, the underlying transformations are unknown. Therefore we employ an operator
which observes suitable invariance properties. It has the same spectral decomposition for the
different manifolds Mi and results in an invariant basis for the mesh functions. Notice that
in a discrete setting it is a-priori not clear how to handle geodesic distance preservation. In
general, an error is made by their approximate computation and one assumes that it is kept
small, which we examine later in section 10.
2.3. Data Analysis Method. Based on the explained principles we propose a data analysis
method for data from numerical simulations, which allows a dimensionality reduction and a
separation of effects along components. First results for a theoretical justification of the
approach are provided in section 3. Numerical observations for realistic cases in automotive
product design analyzing data from crash simulations are provided in section 4.
2.3.1. Method Fundamentals. Given m simulations on a mesh with Nh nodes, we first
compute a spectral decomposition of a discrete approximation of an invariant operator. In
section 3 of this work, we present two alternatives, the Laplace-Beltrami operator and a
Fokker-Planck operator, and their discretizations.
In a second step we select p eigenvectors for further analysis. For example, we consider the
decay of the spectral coefficients of the operator or look at the variance of the spectral coeffi-
cients αi of mesh functions f i of particular interest. Under certain conditions, the coefficients
have a strong decay, and therefore the “essential” part of a dataset is concentrated on a few
coefficients. As will be seen in the applications, the first few components can correspond to
the dominant behavior, and later ones become less relevant. At least for the Laplace-Beltrami
operator, the first components can be geometrically associated with high frequency parts or
details [RBG+09].
As a consequence, we can analyze the main variability in the simulation data using only
the first few spectral coordinates. Up to dimension three, the projection coefficients can be
used directly as embedding coordinates for visualization. If more coefficients are required
to capture the data, a further method of dimensionality reduction can be used to obtain an
embedding [LV07]. The use of a single spectral basis for all simulations also naturally enables
the construction of low dimensional representations for time-dependent problems. Thereby a
projection of mesh functions for all time steps onto this eigenbasis is possible.
This data analysis procedure has the following properties:
• an extraction of useful low dimensional information in the spectral coefficients of largest
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magnitude and variance,
• a natural simultaneous treatment of many time steps,
• a separation of independent effects in simulation data,
• a parameterization of all simulation data through the use of the orthogonal basis,
which allows a reconstruction in the original high dimensional simulation space,
• as a consequence, if the input parameters are correlated with the obtained low di-
mensional representation, simulations for new input parameter combinations can be
approximated, within the originally employed ranges.
Some of these properties will be demonstrated in section 4 on realistic data.
Under the assumption that we are able to express all solutions of our differential equations
as the action of some transformation from a reference configuration, we can think of the
proposed method as one that approximates this group action, with the flexibility of being
able to define the invariance property as needed. As mentioned, we are particularly interested
in the mesh functions fx, fy, and fz. Alternatively, the difference of the mesh positions to
some other time step, which then gives the deformation, or other mesh functions can be of
relevance.
Note here, that our approach is related to methods for nonlinear dimensionality reduc-
tion [LV07], in particular diffusion maps [CL06] and similar ideas used in diffusion wavelets
[CM06]. In [BN04] a decomposition of functions over a manifold using eigenfunctions of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator was used in a semi-supervised machine learning context. These
methods work on the manifold of data points, which in our case are the mesh functions de-
scribing a simulation. In contrast, we consider manifolds stemming from numerical simulations
as data points, where the manifolds are subject to an unknown transformation. In some sense,
the simulation space can be considered as a manifold of manifolds. As described, we carry out
the actual data analysis on mesh functions by taking this additional structure into account.
Observe that, in the other methods, one calculates a suitable distance between all data
points to perform the actual dimensionality reduction. By the proposed approach, a distance
calculation between the data points is now available through the spectral projection coeffi-
cients. The resulting distance can then replace the Euclidean distance in the other meth-
ods for further processing. Furthermore, our method allows an easy reconstruction in the
high-dimensional space using the orthogonal eigenvectors. To our knowledge, this important
property is only shared by PCA, on which our empirical comparisons therefore focus.
2.3.2. Comparison with Principal Component Analysis. PCA is a very efficient way of
representing the variability of a dataset X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xm}, Xi ∈ Rn. It is obtained
from an eigenvalue decomposition given by [US] = EVD(XcX
T
c ), where Xc is a centered
representation of X, U collects the eigenvectors, and S is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
elements are the eigenvalues. If the eigenvalues are ordered in descending order, then the first
eigenvector corresponds to the first main variation of the dataset, the second to the second
one, and so on. Often only a few coefficients are necessary to reconstruct each data so that
Xi ≈ ∑pk=1〈Uk, Xi〉Uk with p < m  n. Note that underlying the PCA is the preservation
of Euclidean distances in the high dimensional space [LV07]. The embedding can also be
computed by the singular value decomposition of Xc, so that the computational effort scales
mainly with the minimum of m and n.
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In the case of numerical simulations in a finite element space, each simulation can be con-
sidered as a point in Rn, n = 3 ·Nh. In view of our application, with PCA, both the basis, that
is the principal components, and the projection coefficients depend on this high-dimensional
data from the mesh functions. Comparing the basis from PCA and an invariant operator,
e.g. the Laplace-Beltrami operator, one observes significant differences. PCA concentrates
the data in at most m coefficients, where the variability of the data plays the central role,
but neither geometry nor smoothness of the data objects is considered. While the first com-
ponents of the PCA can encode much information, this is under the assumption that there is
a linear transformation between high and low-dimensional space. If there is some nonlinear
dependence on parameters, then other methods than the PCA are needed. In this case the
data resides on a nonlinear manifold.
3. Employed Operators. Taking a closer look at the proposed method, the important
step is the construction of the discrete invariant differential operators, which have a special
behavior under isometric transformations. For example, pose invariance of a deformation
can be achieved using an approximation of the Laplace-Beltrami operator constructed using
geodesic distances. It has been observed that the employed discrete Laplace-Beltrami oper-
ator has a discrete spectrum and that the eigenvectors build a geometric decomposition of
“frequencies” [RBG+09].
Furthermore, other operators that are invariant to specific transformations can be con-
structed based on suitable distance measures on the mesh. In particular, we introduce a
Fokker-Planck operator, where one can approximately recover a problem-dependent metric,
and with it, define an operator that is invariant to an underlying nonlinear transformation.
Under suitable conditions, a fast decay of the spectral coefficients exists. Thereby, also in this
case, most of the “energy” of the data is concentrated in the first few components. Other
invariant operators can be used as well, obtained by different distance measures for example.
3.1. The Laplace-Beltrami Operator on a Mesh. As before, let M be a surface. Let K
be an (, η)-approximation of M. Further, let t be a face in K, let #t denote the number of
vertices on t, and let V (t) be the set of vertices of t. Then, for any vertex w ∈ V (t) of any
face t ∈ K, following [BSW08] a mesh Laplace operator can be defined as
(3.1) LhKf(w) =
1
4pih2
∑
t∈K
Area(t)
#t
∑
p∈V (t)
e−
d(p,w)2
4h (f(p)− f(w)).
Here, h is a parameter which corresponds to the size of the local neighborhood at a point and
d(p, w) denotes the graph distance, that is, the length of the shortest path between p and w
along the graph, using Euclidean distances between the vertices as graph weights.
The following theorem exploits the fact that the Euclidean distance is locally a good
approximation of the geodesic distance. One obtains a result for the approximation of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆M on a surface by the mesh Laplace operator LhK on a corre-
sponding mesh.
Theorem 3.1. (Laplace-Beltrami Approximation [BSW08]) Let K,η be a an (, η)-approx-
imation of M. Put h(, η) =  12.5+α + η 11+α for an arbitrary positive number α > 0. Then for
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Algorithm 3.1 Spectral decomposition of the discrete Laplace-Beltrami operator
Input: simulation xr: a triangular mesh in R3 with Nh points and Nf faces
Parameter: ρ, h, p
Output: first p eigenvectors of the discrete Laplace-Beltrami operator
1 foreach k˜ ∈ {1, . . . , Nf} do . estimate areas of each face
2 foreach i ∈ {1, 2, 3} do . 1/3 of area assigned to each vertex
3 area[k˜i] = (area of face k˜)/3 . face k˜ vertices indexed by k˜i
4 foreach k ∈ {1, . . . , Nh} do . weight matrix with graph distances
5 [ids, dists] = graphdist(k, xr, ρ · √h) . distances on xr up to ρ · √h
6 foreach l, d ∈ [ids, dists] do
7 W[k, l] = area[k] · area[l] · exp(−d2/(4h))/(4pih2)
8 L = W −D, where D = diag(W · 1) . compute graph Laplacian
9 decompose L by [U,E] = EVD(L) . compute eigendecomposition
10 return first p non-trivial eigenvectors U
any function f ∈ C2(M) it holds that
lim
,η→0
sup
K,η
∣∣∣∣∣∣Lh(,η)K,η f −∆Mf |K,η ∣∣∣∣∣∣∞ = 0,
where the supremum is taken over all (, η)-approximations of M.
Theorem 3.1 was derived in [BSW08] for unbounded manifolds. However, the result holds
for interior points of a surface with boundary. Moreover, the Euclidean distance is used in
[BSW08] in the definition of LhK instead of d(p, w). For an (, η)-approximation of M, the
graph distance is a better approximation of the geodesic distance than the Euclidean distance.
Therefore, the theorem naturally holds for definition (3.1) as well [Iza17]. As a consequence,
for a mesh fine enough that also approximates the curvature of M well, we expect to get an
approximation of the corresponding continuous Laplace-Beltrami operator on this surface.
These considerations justify that the simulation bundle can be jointly projected onto the
eigenbasis obtained from one discrete operator. We make use of expression (3.1), evaluated
on a reference mesh. The graph distance, as an approximation of the geodesic distance, is
calculated using the algorithm described in [MMP87]. To approximate the Laplace-Beltrami
operator (3.1), we use a slightly modified version of the software1 used in [BSW08]. That
algorithm requires a parameter ρ ·√h which controls the maximum geodesic distance of nodes
which are employed in the calculation of a matrix entry. The overall procedure is described
in algorithm 3.1.
We now study the effect of approximating the geodesic distance using the graph distance
on the mesh. Here, we assume that a point on a mesh is sampled from the surface. The discrete
nature of the mesh results in an approximation to the geodesic distance on the surface. For an
1J. Sun, MeshLP: Approximating Laplace-Beltrami Operator from Meshes, geomtop.org/software/meshlp
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(, η)-approximation of M, the difference between geodesic and graph distance can be made
arbitrarily small with decreasing  and η [Iza17].
A bijective transformation ϕ : M 7→ M′ between manifolds M,M′, is said to be an
ε-isometry if
sup
p,w∈M
|dM(p, w)− dM′(ϕ(p), ϕ(w))| ≤ ε.
We now assume that the discrete transformations ϕi|K between (discrete) surfaces are ε-
isometric. Under the assumption that the variations in the distances due to the approximation
have a Gaussian distribution, we can state the following result on the effect of errors in the
distance computations on the corresponding discrete Laplace-Beltrami operator.
Proposition 3.2. 1) Let a surfaceM be given and let a geodesic distance preserving mapping
ϕi transform M into a series of deformed surfaces Mi, i = 1, . . . ,m. The Laplace-Beltrami
operator constructed using the geodesic distance in M is the same as the one for each Mi.
2) Let the set of meshes K¯ =
{
Ki
}m
i=1
contain the approximations of the surfacesMi. Let
there be transformations ϕi|K , i = 1, . . . ,m between the meshes which are ε-isometric, where
the ε will depend on the two respective meshes involved. Further, assume that the variance
for the ε-isometric transformations follow a Gaussian distribution. Then, the approximation
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator LhK given in (3.1), constructed using graph distances for one
mesh K, differs only by a scaling factor from the ones constructed using one of the deformed
meshes i = 1, . . . ,m in the set K¯.
Proof sketch. The first statement is obvious. Since the geodesic distance stays the same
after an isometric transformation, calculating the Laplace-Beltrami operator based on it will
lead to the same result.
For the second statement, we are in the discrete case, so the geodesic distance is approx-
imated by the graph distance, where we assume a small error perturbation of magnitude 
which follows a Gaussian distribution. Now, we can use a result from [EK10], which states
that for the Gaussian kernel, as we use here, such a Laplacian matrix disturbed by noise can
be considered a rescaled version of the original one. For the full proof, see [Iza17].
3.2. Fokker-Planck Operator. In addition to the use of the Laplace-Beltrami operator,
operators with other types of invariances are possible. We introduce a specific Fokker-Planck
operator, which is based on ideas developed in the context of nonlinear independent component
analysis (NICA) [SC08, KHC12]. The underlying model for the data assumes independent
stochastic Itoˆ processes p(i), given by
dp(i) = αi(p(i))dt+ bi(p(i))dwi, i = 1, . . . Nh,
where αi and bi are unknown drift and noise coefficients, and w˙i are independent white
noises. That is, the wi are Wiener processes. Given Nh points p
(1), · · · , p(Nh) ∈ RM in the
unobservable space Sp, they are mapped to points η(1), · · · , η(Nh) ∈ Rd in another space Sη
by a nonlinear transformation ϕ, η(k) = ϕ(p(k)). One assumes that an observation of the
Nh-dimensional process p = (p
(1), p(2), . . . , p(Nh)) is not possible, but that the result of a
(nonlinear) mapping ϕ : Sp → Sη is available.
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Let us connect this to the analysis of simulations in engineering. As an example we consider
again crash simulations for cars. In the industrial design work flow, a numerical simulation is
performed for a given set of design parameters observing the equations of structural mechanics
and computing deformations over time. For a fixed time step, we can interpret the deformed
mesh as the result of a mapping ϕ from the initial mesh. Now, besides the deterministic
laws of structural mechanics, there are additional stochastic or uncertain effects. These might
be due to (random) variations of the design parameters, as is the case for reliability design
or robustness studies, due to numerical errors or instabilities, due to uncertainties in the
modeling assumptions, such as the material models or parameters, or other effects. In other
words, the numerical result at a given time step is the result of deterministic effects—modeled
by the mapping ϕ—and stochastic effects, modeled by a stochastic Itoˆ process p(i) per mesh
point. Surely, whether the assumption of underlying Itoˆ processes, and in particular their
independence, is valid for this practical setting is rather speculative. However, note that there
are approaches in structural dynamics that use this assumption. For example, see [CP94]
for the Itoˆ formulation characterizing accumulated structural deformations. We conjecture
that, at least for small time steps, the variation in the numerical results due to variations in
material parameters can be viewed in a stochastic setting, while the independence should be
viewed in an approximate fashion.
We now sketch results from [SC08, KHC12], which allow an approximate distance com-
putation in the unobservable space Sp by using data samples in the observable space Sη.
Considering a Taylor series of the inverse ϕ−1 at (η(k) + η(l))/2, one can derive linear approx-
imations to p(k) and p(l) and estimate their Euclidean distance by
‖p(k) − p(l)‖2RM = (η(k) − η(l))T
[
(JϕJ
T
ϕ )
−1
(
η(k) + η(l)
2
)]
(η(k) − η(l)) +O(‖η(k) − η(l)‖4
Rd
).
While we do not have access to JϕJ
T
ϕ , one can approximate it using the local covariance matrix
of the observed variables using
Jϕ(p
(i))Jϕ(p
(i))T =
d+ 2
δ2
Ci,δ +O(δ),
where δ is the size of a ball around p(i). The underlying procedure is no other than a local
PCA of the ellipsoid point cloud, for details see [SC08].
Finally, since (JϕJ
T
ϕ )
−1 at (η(k) + η(l))/2 cannot be obtained that way, a second order ap-
proximation of it is employed by averaging (JϕJ
T
ϕ )
−1(η(k)) and (JϕJTϕ )−1(η(l)). We summarize
this approximation in the following proposition. See [SC08, KHC12] for details.
Proposition 3.3. Let p, p′ ∈ Sp ⊂ RM , and let η, η′ be their respective mappings to the
observable space Sη ⊂ Rd, M ≤ d. Then the distance in Sp (using local coordinates) can be
approximated as:
(3.2) d(p, p′)2 := 2(η − η′)T [JϕJTϕ (η) + JϕJTϕ (η′)]−1 (η − η′),
where Jϕ is the Jacobian of the transformation. It holds that
(3.3) ‖p− p′‖2RM = d(p, p′)2 +O(‖η − η′‖4Rd).
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The result also holds for the alternative approximation
(3.4) d(p, p′)2 :=
1
2
(η − η′)T [(JϕJTϕ )−1(η) + (JϕJTϕ )−1(η′)] (η − η′).
Using the distance approximation (3.2) or (3.4), we define the density normalized weight
matrix Wd
(3.5) Wd := D
−1/2
A AD
−1/2
A , where Ak,l = exp
(
−d
(
p(k), p(l)
)2
/
)
,
with DA := diag(A · 1) and 1 is the vector of all ones. Further, Wd can be transformed into
(3.6) Wrs := D
−1
d Wd and Ws = D
−1/2
d WdD
−1/2
d ,
with Dd := diag(Wd · 1). The row stochastic matrix Wrs is similar to the symmetric matrix
Ws in the sense that they share the same eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors are
related by ψs = D
1/2
d ψ, with ψ denoting an eigenvector of Wrs and ψs an eigenvector of
Ws [Chu97].
It has been demonstrated in [SC08] that the discrete operator
(3.7) L = Wrs − I,
for A as in (3.5), converges to a Fokker-Planck operator in the non-observable space Sp
(3.8) LSpf = ∆f −∇U · ∇f, with U = −2 logµ.
Here µ is the density of points in Sp, which is (re)constructed from the density of data points
in the observable space and the implicitly observed transformation ϕ. Therefore, through
this construction we are approximating an operator in Sp. Under suitable conditions it has
been demonstrated that the eigenvector corresponding to the first non-trivial eigenvalue of the
operator (3.7) is actually a function of the first non-observable variable, the second eigenvector
is a function of the second non-observable variable, and so on [Sin06].
As outlined, we propose to use this setting for numerical simulations of a PDE model
subject to parameter changes and other stochastic effects. To construct the discrete Fokker-
Planck operator, we take the nodes of a surface mesh K. We are considering a simulation
bundle where each simulation is assumed to be obtained through a stochastic realization ϕi
of a nonlinear transformation ϕ from a reference mesh. In this setting, a set of m simulations
is available to us, and based on this information, we can now construct an operator which is
invariant to the nonlinear transformation ϕ. One starts with a reference mesh and considers
the simulation results at a time step as a cloud around each mesh point. Then from this cloud,
the local sample covariance matrix C(k) is obtained and one approximates Jϕ(p
(k))JTϕ (p
(k))
and its inverse. This allows us to evaluate expression (3.2) locally at each point p(k) of the
reference simulation. In some sense, we estimate the deterministic effect over the bundle
of numerical simulations by this procedure. Most noteworthy, the obtained discrete Fokker-
Planck operator can be considered to be invariant to the transformation ϕ, since we used a
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Algorithm 3.2 Spectral decomposition of a discrete Fokker-Planck operator
Input: data set bundle {xj}, j = 1, . . . ,m of surfaces embedded in R3, where each xj is given
by Nh points p
j,(k)
Parameter: , p
Output: first p eigenvectors of a discrete Fokker-Planck operator
11 foreach k ∈ {1, . . . , Nh} do . estimate local Jacobi matrices at p(k)
12 JJt[k] = (pseudo)inverse of Ck, with Ck local sample covariance matrix from p
j,(k)
13 foreach l, k ∈ {1, . . . , Nh}2 do . calculate weight matrix
14 A[k, l] = exp(−d(p(k), p(l))2/), where d(p(k), p(l)) after (3.2) and using JJt[k]
15 compute Wrs and Dd using (3.5), (3.6) . density normal. row stoch. weight matrix
16 solve [U,E] = EVD(Wrs) . compute eigendecomposition
17 return p first non-trivial eigenvectors D
1/2
d U
data-driven distance which is invariant to the deterministic effect. Therefore it is the same
operator for all of the m surfaces stemming from the numerical simulations.
Algorithm 3.2 describes the general procedure for the evaluation of this operator.
As explained, we use a spectral decomposition of an operator that is invariant under a
specific transformation, and project a set of mesh functions along the resulting basis. We
now conjecture that, under certain assumptions, one can expect a strong decay of the spectral
coefficients depending on the smoothness properties of the data.
Conjecture 3.4 (Decay of the Spectral Coefficients). Let the assumptions from section 3.2
hold and let the orthogonal decomposition based on a Fokker-Planck operator as in corollary
2.4 be given. Then, for smooth functions f i : Mi → R, f i ∈ Ck, i = 1, . . . ,m, the spectral
coefficients αij = 〈f i|K , ψj〉, j = 1, . . . , Nh of their mesh representation f i|K decay as
|αij | ≤
C
(γj)k
‖(f i)(k)‖L2 ,
depending on the degree of smoothness k of the functions f i, i = 1, . . . ,m, and γj+1 ≥ γj,
where the γj are independent of f
i.
At least for a simplified setting, this partially explains the observed strong decay of the
spectral coefficients. For a theoretical justification of this conjecture, we employ the following
observation from [Sin06].
Proposition 3.5. Let the assumptions from section 3.2 hold. Given the eigenvalue problem
(3.8) for the Fokker-Planck operator LSp, the operator can be separated as
(3.9) LSp =
d∑
l=1
Ll,
where each Ll is a one-dimensional Fokker-Planck operator in an interval (al, bl) with specific
Neumann boundary conditions. The eigenfunctions of LSp are tensor products of the one-
dimensional eigenfunctions for the Ll.
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Note that the operator in expression (3.8) is the one on the unobservable manifold Sp, which
is assumed to be a subset of Rd. The observable space is nonlinearly transformed, and we
will approximate the operator in the observable space. The unobservable manifold on which
we are considering the Fokker-Planck operator L is planar. Accordingly, the data density is
a product of d one-dimensional densities, due to the assumed independence of the underlying
Itoˆ-processes. The full derivation can be found in [Sin06]. See also [SC08, KHC12].
The following result is from the spectral approximation theory for Sturm-Liouville prob-
lems. See [CHQZ06, Chapter 5.2] for details.
Proposition 3.6. Let f ∈ Ck, and its spectral coefficients fˆj = 〈f, ψˆj〉, where ψˆj, j =
{0, 1, . . . , } are the eigenfunctions of the one-dimensional Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem
(3.10)
d
dx
(
e−U
dψˆ
dx
)
+ λe−U ψˆ = 0 x ∈ (−1, 1),
with eigenvalue λj. Provided p is zero at the boundary, or specific boundary conditions are
satisfied, it holds that
(3.11) |fˆj | ≤ C
(λj)k
‖f (k)‖L2(−1,1).
Note that one often has λj = O(j2), so that the denominator would be j2k.
Justification of conjecture 3.4. We provide a sketch of a path to prove the conjecture.
First, the decomposition in expression (2.2) is constructed using approximations of the eigen-
functions of the Fokker-Planck operator LSp of independent stochastic Itoˆ processes. In our
case, this operator can be separated into independent one-dimensional Sturm-Liouville prob-
lems due to proposition 3.5 [Sin06]. As also shown in [Sin06], the first eigenfunctions of the
operator given in (3.8) provide the independent components and they correspond to the eigen-
functions of the Sturm-Liouville problem. Now, proposition 3.6 establishes an estimation of
the decay rate of spectral coefficients, depending on the type of Sturm-Liouville problem and
its boundary conditions. Assuming it can be applied in our setting, the decay of the spectral
coefficients fˆ ij , j = 1, . . . Nh with regard to the spectral decomposition of the one-dimensional
components Ll from (3.9) can be approximated as in (3.11). Suitably combining the bounds
for the individual Ll one can achieve, where the γj depend on the λls,
|fˆ ij | ≤
C
(γj)k
‖(f i)(k)‖L2 .
Clearly, proposition 3.6 cannot be used here directly since only discrete data is available. It
is an open question how to bridge the gap between the analytical result and the discrete case.
However, there are several recent works on point wise estimates between graph Laplacians
and continuum operators or their spectral convergence, e.g. [SW17, GS18] and the references
therein. Currently, however, only consistency results for eigenvectors and eigenprojections
have been obtained. Based on these and related works, and connecting them with standard
approximation results for functions on surfaces and discrete meshes, we conjecture that bounds
on the spectral coefficients of discrete functions as above are attainable.
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Figure 4.1: Exemplary frontal crash of the pick-up truck, shown with supporting structure.
4. Data Analysis for Finite Element Simulation Bundles. Finite element simulations in
industry are nowadays used to study the behavior of physical objects. Consider our running
example of car parts under deformations due to a crash. The development of new car models
demands the creation of many simulations with variations in material parameters or the ge-
ometry. These are analyzed and modified based on engineering judgment in a time consuming
research and development process. The deformations in a car crash are a complex mixture of
different effects such as translations, rotations, different bending behaviors, or torsion. How
these interact, in particular in relation to the changes in the model design and material pa-
rameters, is of great importance for the engineering analysis. We now study the application
of the introduced data analysis method to such crash simulation results.
We use simulation data from a frontal crash simulation of a Chevrolet C2500 pick-up truck,
a model with around 60,000 nodes from the National Crash Analysis Center2. We performed
m = 126 simulations3 of a frontal vehicle crash with τ = 17 (saved) time steps, where the
thicknesses of nine parts are varied randomly by up to ±30% [BGIT+13]. The parts subject
to thickness changes are shown in the lower part of figure 4.1. The variation in the thickness
of these nine parts results in different deformations of the original structure.
We mainly investigate the mesh functions f ix, f
i
y, and f
i
z, one for each coordinate x, y, and
z, which describe the deformation of the mesh for a given simulation for a selected time step.
4.1. Finite Element Signal Decomposition. First, we investigate the quality and pro-
perties of a representation of a function on a mesh stemming from crash simulations in the
new basis. The approximation of the Laplace-Beltrami operator using geodesic distances is
calculated as described in section 3.1 using the initial mesh configuration. Assuming the
same connectivity as for the original mesh, we then compute the spectral coefficients for any
mesh function f with respect to the eigenvectors {ψj} of the operator. The result is a set of
coefficients in RNh , where Nh is the number of nodes of the mesh.
2http://www.ncac.gwu.edu/vml/models.html, accessible via http://web.archive.org/
3Computed with LS-DYNA http://www.lstc.com/products/ls-dyna
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(a) Using the first p coefficients for reconstruction, p = 20
(top), p = 100 (bottom) and original data (middle)
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(b) Magnitude of spectral coefficients
for the f ix, f
i
y, and f
i
z mesh functions.
Figure 4.2: Analysis of a multi-scale reconstruction of a deformed shape.
4.1.1. Decompositions of Deformation and Mesh Associated Variables. Given the mesh
functions f ix, f
i
y, and f
i
z, we can reconstruct the mesh deformations using f
i =
∑p
j=1 α
i
jψj for
several values of p. From figure 4.2a, it can be seen that using p = 20 only a very coarse
approximation of the part can be reconstructed. Adding more values, e.g. p = 100, recovers
more details of the part.
It can also be clearly seen in figure 4.2b that most of the coefficients are small, with a
few bigger ones. This is an essential feature which will be exploited for a classification task
in section 4.1.2. We can use both the magnitude and the variance to identify a threshold for
the significant components in the spectral decomposition. Furthermore, we observed a similar
empirical decay behavior for fx, fy, and fz in other deformation applications. For example,
very large deformations occur in the spectral coefficients arising for these mesh functions in a
simulation of an airbag unfolding.
So far, we showed that the geometry of a car part can be represented with an orthogonal
basis of the eigenvectors of an operator, by considering the x, y, and z coordinates of each
mesh point as three separate mesh functions. But any function f ∈ Ck(M) on the mesh can
be represented by a linear combination of the eigenvectors. This implies that other variables
associated to each node can also be represented using the same orthogonal basis. This can be
used for variables like nodal strains, temperatures, velocities, and so on.
We now demonstrate this with an example, where the nodal variable is the absolute
difference of the movement of a mesh point between two time steps of the car crash simulation
(4.1) f ik =
√
‖uik − vik‖, with uik, vik ∈ R3, k = 1, . . . , Nh = 1714.
Here uik, v
i
k denote the position of grid point k of simulation i at the time steps 6 and 7,
respectively.
For figure 4.3, the difference is reconstructed using different values of p. It can be seen
that with p = 20, compared with p = 200 and with the original data, almost the original
color distribution is obtained for the nodal variable. That is, for a qualitative analysis of the
simulation results, the first 20 coefficients capture the essential part of the behavior.
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(a) p = 20 (b) p = 200 (c) original difference
Figure 4.3: Reconstruction of the differences between two time steps using p coefficients. The
color coding represents the absolute difference of the movement of a given mesh point. For a
qualitative data analysis one captures with p = 20 the essential behavior.
4.1.2. Data Analysis of Deformations in Crash Simulations. As in [BGIT+13], we now
investigate nonlinear dimensionality reduction on this data set. Again, the norm of the dif-
ference of the deformations (4.1) between the two time steps 6 and 7 was used as the nodal
value of the mesh function. Based on this m × Nh dimensional data, a lower-dimensional
embedding was computed using diffusion maps and other nonlinear dimensionality reduction
procedures [BGIT+13, Iza17]. With these data analysis approaches, we were able to success-
fully identify buckling modes and input parameter dependencies
To demonstrate the usefulness of our approach, we use the spectral coefficients as input to
the diffusion maps. As before, we now project all m vectors f i along the eigenvectors of the
obtained approximation of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. The coefficients decay very fast,
similar to figure 4.2b. As we presented in section 2, one can equivalently use these coefficients
instead of the original mesh function of differences. We compare the embedding with diffusion
maps using the first p = 4 and p = 20 coefficients with the original embedding obtained
using all Nh coefficients. Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of these embeddings, where each
point corresponds to the embedding of one f i. Note that one can observe a high correlation
between one varied plate thickness and the clustering of the deformations. It is interesting to
see that with only p = 4, the structure of the embedding is almost the same as with using
the original information of size Nh = 1714. Therefore it can be used for classification of the
bifurcation modes instead of the original one. This implies that the diffusion maps embedding
is completely dominated by the first few components in the orthogonal decomposition, which
correspond to coarse variations.
4.2. Time Dependent Analysis of Crash Simulations. Due to the use of a common
basis for all simulations and time steps, the introduced approach also allows an efficient
analysis of time-dependent information. Car crash simulations can vary strongly over time;
the structure of a car can deform severely in very few milliseconds. Furthermore, an unstable
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(a) p = 4 (b) p = 20 (c) raw data
Figure 4.4: Comparison of diffusion maps embeddings for the car crash data using different
number of projection coefficients with respect to the decomposition of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator. The color of the point for a simulation corresponds to the value of the plate thickness
of a specific part.
behavior can originate from small variations in the material properties, initial load conditions,
or numerically ill conditions. This phenomenon, buckling, is a serious problem for the robust
design of car components. Relevant for an engineer is not only the identification of principal
bifurcation modes, but also the study of the starting point of the unstable behavior.
Our approach now allows a time-dependent analysis of such unstable deformation charac-
teristics. We use the same Chevrolet truck example. To better visualize the time-dependent
behavior, we employ more time steps and generate a second data set, consisting of m = 200
simulations and τ = 152 time steps, where the same nine plate thicknesses as before are varied
randomly. Figure 4.5 shows the deformation behavior over time for these simulations, where
the color indicates the time. To obtain this embedding, we proceed as in section 2.3, using the
Laplace-Beltrami operator in algorithm 3.1 for the initial mesh. Again, we use the obtained
eigenvectors to project all simulations over all time steps by considering the mesh functions
f ix, f
i
y, and f
i
z in time. For the visual analysis, we choose the coefficients corresponding to the
second component of the orthogonal decomposition as reduced coordinates.
There are several observations that can be made from the obtained configuration in fig-
ure 4.5. We see that the reduced coordinates of the simulations give an organization of the
data in time. The low dimensional representation shows two branches that correspond to
two different deformation modes of a car part. The bifurcation clearly starts about half-way
through the crash simulation, while one can see how the positions of the simulations for the
last time steps appear mixed with those before. This corresponds with the rebound effect in
a crash, where the car bounces back from the obstacle after the inertia of the movement was
absorbed.
Other embedding methods can be applied to the same data, but very few facilitate treating
all time steps simultaneously. The usual approach is to use PCA for time-dependent analysis
as well. So as a first try, let us calculate a PCA using the data of all simulations, that is, m
vectors of size 3 ·Nh, from a time step where the bifurcation is clearly present. The spectral
coefficients obtained by projecting the mesh functions f ix, f
i
y, and f
i
z for some selected time
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Figure 4.5: Reduced 3D representation of 30400 (200 simulations × 152 time steps) time-
dependent simulation results, obtained by the spectral decomposition of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator. Each point indicates a simulation at a specific time. The coordinates are the
second spectral coefficients of the mesh functions f ix, f
i
y, and f
i
z of each simulation at a time.
The points are colored according to the corresponding time step of the simulation. Two
deformation modes are clearly visible, as well as the approximate time of the bifurcation.
steps along these principal components gets the low dimensional structure shown in figure
4.6a, taking the first coefficient each. This approach does not produce adequate results since
the variability over all time steps is not taken into account. Note that using other principal
components does not change this observation. Figure 4.6b illustrates that computing a PCA
using all simulations and time steps does improve the results, but only to some degree. A
time behavior is now visible and a small separation is recognizable near the end. However,
the clear separation and different results due to the bifurcation cannot be recognized in the
embedding, in particular not the time of origin, as is the case in figure 4.5.
In principle, other nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods could be used with this
data set. One way would be to compute the embedding computed as many times as time
steps are available. But then the changes to and the switching of the eigenvectors make the
recovering of a time-dependent low dimensional structure very cumbersome, if at all possible.
Alternatively, one could attempt to embed other time steps into the coordinates obtained from
one time step using the Nystro¨m method. However, this is as limited as the PCA example
before. When using all simulations and all time steps for spectral nonlinear dimensionality
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(a) Embedding for a small num-
ber of time steps based on a PCA
computed from one time step.
(b) Embedding for all time steps
based on a PCA computed from
all time steps.
(c) Diffusion maps embedding
computed from all simulations at
all time steps.
Figure 4.6: Reduced 3D representation of simulations obtained with PCA and diffusion maps.
For PCA the coordinates are as before the first spectral coefficients of the mesh functions f ix,
f iy, and f
i
z of each simulation at a time. The points indicate a simulation at a specific time
and are colored according to the corresponding time step.
reduction approaches, one has to deal with large full matrices of size m · τ ×m · τ , which can
become infeasible when treating many simulation results. Furthermore, one would need to
recompute the embedding when new data arrive that are not near the existing data, which is
when using the Nystro¨m method would become questionable otherwise. As an example, we
employ diffusion maps and compute the needed distance matrix by using, for each time step,
a vector of length 3 ·Nh, consisting of the x, y, z-coordinates. The embedding obtained with
diffusion maps is shown in figure 4.6c. It is somewhat similar to the PCA one.
In comparison, we need to compute an eigenvalue problem for a matrix of size Nh×Nh one
time. This can be approximated by using hierarchical matrices. Afterwards we can project
any new simulation result directly onto the obtained eigenbasis. Note that besides the clearer
interpretation of the embedding with our approach, the obtained coordinates are also more
suitable as a distance measure. For example, consider the detection of an anomaly in the
simulation results, where it is important that the distances between the two clusters are large.
4.3. Crash Modes. We again use the truck example with 17 time steps, but now study
ways to identify and decompose different crash effects along so-called independent modes.
Again, we fix a specific time step (7 from 17) and compute from the shapes at this time step
the discrete Fokker-Planck operator. At each mesh point, a cloud of m points is formed from
the m displacements of this mesh point in the simulation bundle. That allows us to evaluate
a local Jacobian and we can apply algorithm 3.2.
In figure 4.7a, projection coefficients for mesh functions f ix, f
i
y, and f
i
z, i = 1, . . . ,m, using
the basis from the discrete Fokker-Planck operator from section 3.2 are shown. It can be
observed that the magnitude is largest in the first, say, ten coefficients for all directions. Sub-
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Figure 4.7: Magnitude and variance of the first 100 spectral projection coefficients for the mesh
functions f ix, f
i
y, and f
i
z representing the deformation in a crash simulation, i = 1, . . . , 126.
sequently, it stays larger only for the x component. This can be explained by the translation
of the car in x direction during the numerical crash simulation. Here the biggest changes are
taking place. Nevertheless, the variance is reduced for all 3 mesh functions, as seen in figure
4.7b. Note also, that both magnitude and variance are correlated between all three directions,
since the basis is computed from the joint mesh.
In order to have a visual representation of the separation of effects by the spectral decom-
position, we reconstruct the deformed geometry as a linear combination of the eigenvectors. A
(re)construction of a “virtual” simulation reflecting only the transformations along a decom-
position mode p can be done by fixing the spectral coefficients for the directions x, y and z of
a arbitrarily chosen simulation j, with exception of the p-th, for which the 3 coefficients are
varied. In other words, the spectral values for all but one component stem from one chosen
simulation. The deformed geometry can be reconstructed as a linear combination of the eigen-
vectors. We consider the first four components of the orthogonal decomposition and show a
few reconstructed simulations in figure 4.8. As can clearly be seen, the first component reflects
a translation. In the same fashion, we can observe that the second component corresponds
to a rotation, the third to a global deformation, and the fourth to a local deformation. The
empirically observed behavior gives numerical evidence that group actions can be represented
by projections along eigenvectors of invariant operators. Taking more coefficients, this can be
extended to morph one simulation into another along the spectral components [Iza17].
5. Summary and Discussion. The investigation of bundles of numerical simulations, for
example for industrial engineering applications, is a challenge due to the high dimensionality
and complexity of the data. We introduced an analysis approach for this problem, which is
based on a new ansatz for low dimensional data representation. The method is based on the
assumption that all simulations are related by transformations. In particular, we propose an
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(a) translation (b) rotation
(c) geometric deformation (d) local geometric deformation
Figure 4.8: Overlay of several reconstructions obtained when varying the coefficients with
respect to the first four components A translation corresponds to the first eigenvector, a
rotation to the second, while the third and fourth eigenvectors reflect geometric deformations.
abstract setting where all simulations are in the quotient space of all embeddings of a manifold
in R3 modulo a transformation group. The simulations are represented in a new basis, derived
from an operator invariant to a specific transformation. Note that the underlying assumption
of distance preserving transformations does not hold for a car crash where the studied parts
break or the surfaces are elongated. Empirically, slight numerical disturbances of distances
are unproblematic, but this needs to be studied in more detail.
We gave theoretical justifications that, under certain conditions, only a few components
in this new basis are required to recover the essential behavior of the simulation data. This
phenomenon is also observed for data stemming from engineering applications. Although we
gave first ideas in this direction, several open problems remain. In particular, a quantifica-
tion of the decay of the spectral coefficients is needed. Moreover, we lack an explanation of
why using a discrete approximation of the Laplace-Beltrami operator or the Fokker-Planck
operator allows such a decomposition into independent components, as observed in the nu-
merical experiments. Further research is warranted in order to analyze and to extend the
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assumptions of the theoretical setting or to analyze the use of operators invariant to other
transformation. From another point of view, we have proposed an abstract setting that in-
corporates the general framework of shape analysis for this type of data. Here, a link to the
theoretical treatment of known results for the quotient space Emb(M,R3)/Diff (M) would
be worthwhile. In particular further research has to be done, if one would like to efficiently
evaluate geodesics in the simulation space, similar to the shape space setting.
The presented analysis of data from bundles of numerical simulations from car crash by the
new method shows promising possibilities. The use of the approach in other industrial contexts
is to be explored. For example, we investigated the alignment of experimental measurement
data in the form of point clouds from highly resolved 3D videos of a real car crash experiment
in a crash facility with numerical simulation data. Here the aim is to find the corresponding
numerical simulation to the measured point cloud data. For example, one aims to validate
the numerical simulation approach or the involved material parameters. Such an alignment
can be achieved with the eigenbasis obtained from a Fokker-Planck operator [GIT17]. As an
additional application consider the determination of optimal designs in a global optimization
approach. Here, considerable efforts are invested in industrial product development, which is
highly computationally intensive due to the large number of variables. We conjecture that the
use of the new data representation has the potential to drastically reduce this complexity. In
another context, the reduced basis method (RBM) [QMN16] can be understood as a spectral
method, where a problem dependent approximation basis is employed, which outlines a close
relation to our approach. Initial investigations for using the basis computed by our approach
in an RBM-context do look promising [Iza17].
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